Administration Urges Congress To Extend Draft

Taking advantage of the war scare it has been practicing, the administration has been able to have its draft bill passed and on its way to the President. The Selective Service Act is scheduled to expire on May 15. President Truman has been demanding for extension as the first major legislative step. With the bill he executive's services the army will have to be restored. In view of the forthcoming election and the tremendous pressure, the administration has felt that it will not be possible to propose a military conscription. Though its intention was to avoid a draft for a specific period to what amounts in its permanent conscription, it has been forced to yield in order to avoid a dramatic change in the labor market.

See Editorial "Army Reform"

Despite the government's efforts, the draft bill has not been welcomed by the American people. The bill was expected to be vetoed by the Senate, though members of the House of Representatives have already passed it. The administration has been forced to resist the pressure from the public and the Congress against the bill. This is a slow war as the administration has estimated the necessary conscription.

Brass Hats Scheme To Keep Control Of Atomic Energy

By Felix Morrow

Continued control of atomic energy by the military was recommended by a committee of one. The committee was appointed by the National Security Council to investigate the control of atomic energy. The committee was chaired by President Truman and included members of the military and government.

The report recommended that the military be given control of atomic energy. The committee stated that the military was best suited to control atomic energy due to its experience and expertise in the field. The report also recommended that the military be given control of the atomic bomb.

Wall Street Welcomes Iranian Issue To Promote Anti-Soviet War Drive

By Charles Cursen

In the latest Wall Street's unwritten battle plan, a new issue was proposed. The issue was to be the Iranian crisis, which was seen as a way to promote anti-Soviet war drive.

Wall Street welcomes the Iranian issue to promote anti-Soviet war drive. In the Iranian crisis, the United States is seen as being threatened by the Soviets, who are seen as trying to gain control of the Persian Gulf.

San Francisco Machinists End Bitter Four-Month Strike

By J. Marshall

San Francisco, Mar. 31—Members of both International Machinists Union and the Machinists union, after months of negotiations, have reached an agreement. The strike, which lasted for four months, has ended with the machinists union agreeing to work under the terms of the new contract.

The strike began in December 1945, when the machinists union rejected a contract proposed by the company. The strike continued for four months, during which time the machinists union demanded a higher wage for its members.

The new contract includes provisions for a wage increase, improved working conditions, and a retirement pension plan for the machinists union members.
UAW Delegates Face Key Issues
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TRADE UNION

Small Steel Unions Still Out On Strike

From steel workers still on strike, word comes that the steel strike is still on. The United Steel Workers of America, a new steel union, has not yet been accorded the right to negotiate a contract with the steel companies. The steel strike has been in effect since February 28, 1946.

By J. P. Kent

Pittsburgh

The steel strike in its second week is still going strong. The new steel union has not yet been recognized by the steel companies. The strike was called on February 28, 1946.

The steel strike continues to be a major issue for the steel workers. The steel companies have not yet recognized the new union, the United Steel Workers of America. The strike has lasted for two weeks, and the steel companies have not yet agreed to negotiate a new contract with the new union.

The steel strike is being closely watched by labor leaders and workers across the country. The outcome of this strike will have a major impact on the future of the steel industry.

Pittsburgh, March 29, 1946

By J. P. Kent
No City Safe From New Air Weapons

The Heritage Of Imperialist War—Starvation

Imperialists Use Food As Weapon To Aid Reaction

After World War I, the food shortage in Europe was caused by the economic policies of the German government. In 1922, the government of the German Empire acknowledged its defeat and began to pay reparations to the people of France. This led to an economic crisis in Germany, which resulted in widespread hunger and poverty. The government responded by enacting a number of policies designed to reduce the demand for food, including restrictions on the sale of luxury goods, and by increasing the supply of food through the use of agricultural policies. The government also sought to increase the supply of food through the use of agricultural policies, including the encouragement of peasant farmers to grow more food and the reduction of imports. These policies had the unintended consequence of increasing the cost of food, which further contributed to the economic crisis and the spread of hunger and poverty.

Famine Strikes Chinese Farmers; 10,000,0000,0000 Acres of Grain And Clay

In the wake of the devastating economic crisis caused by the war, food and water are scarce in China. The government of the Chinese Republic has taken steps to alleviate the crisis, including the implementation of a free distribution of food and water to the needy. However, the crisis continues to worsen, and the government is faced with the challenge of providing adequate assistance to the millions of starving people throughout the country.

A Dutch Worker’s Letter To “Militant”

Dear Mr. Militant,

I am writing to you with great interest in the letter to the “Militant” from the people of Indonesia. I have read the letter, and I am moved by the passion and dedication of the people of Indonesia in their struggle for freedom.

I am a resident of the United States, and I have been following the developments in Indonesia with great interest. I am impressed by the strength and determination of the people of Indonesia, and I am confident that they will achieve their goals.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
THE MILITANT
Published by the International
Workers Committee
Vol. 25 No. 28
SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1948
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Problem Facing War Veterans

By Charles Carson

Pecking Union Farms Vet Committee

WASHINGTON—The Pecking Union Farms Veterans Committee of the American Federation of Labor, at a meeting last week, adopted a resolution in favor of the federal administration's proposal for a pecking union farms program.

The Pecking Union Farms Veterans Committee, made up of union veterans of the armed forces, worked closely with the administration's representatives in developing the proposal for a pecking union farms program. The committee feels that the program will provide a sound basis for the development of a pecking union farms movement in the United States.

The Pecking Union Farms Veterans Committee also called for the establishment of a national Pecking Union Farms Council to be composed of representatives of the administration, labor unions, and the armed forces.

The resolution of the Pecking Union Farms Veterans Committee was adopted by a vote of 11 to 1.

Books

Simplicity

By Barstow J. Adams

"I just got the most wonderful idea for world peace—and it's so
SIMPLER! All you have to do is corner the atom market."

The Peace Campaign

By Walter White

In his book "Peace and the United Nations," Walter White discusses the need for international cooperation to maintain peace and security. He argues that the United Nations, despite its limitations, is the best vehicle for achieving this goal. White also emphasizes the importance of promoting disarmament and learning to live with nuclear weapons.

Army Reform

Demands for a full investigation of the Army's role in the Korean War and for the elimination of the draft have been growing in recent months. The American Civil Liberties Union has called for a complete review of the Army's policies and practices. The group has also called for an end to the conscription of young men for military service.

Congressmen at Work

Governor Thomas E. Dewey of New York has been in Washington to confer with President Truman and other leaders of the Democratic Party. Dewey has been invited to speak before both the House and Senate on the issue of the Korean War.

New York Forum: Labor's Friend or Wall Street's Servant

By Sam Ryan

"New York Forum: Labor's Friend or Wall Street's Servant" is a critique of the New York Forum, a group of wealthy New Yorkers who support the policies of the New York Stock Exchange. The author argues that the New York Forum is a tool of the ruling class, and that its influence must be challenged by workers and labor organizations.

Twin Cities Bazaar

Saturday, April 4

Good Food, Good Company

Socialists Workers Party Headquarters
100 N. 4th St.

Army Reform

Demands for the reform of the Army's draft system have been mounting in recent months. The American Civil Liberties Union has called for a complete review of the Army's policies and practices. The group has also called for an end to the conscription of young men for military service.
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ISSUE IS STALINISM, NOT BROWDERISM, SAYS EX-COMMUNIST PARTY MEMBER

Soldier Describes Military in Germany

"I support The Militant to bring the people to the people to the people," said a soldier in the German Army.itated the advantages of making a great change for the better when the people have control over the armed forces. We believe that our forces should be trained and equipped to serve the people and the people's interests.

The Militant Symbol of the World

"The Militant is the symbol of the world. It is the voice of the people and the voice of the revolution. It is the voice of the working class, the voice of the oppressed and the voice of the exploited. It is the voice of the future. The Militant is the lifeblood of the struggle for a better world.

Socialism And Initiative Which Capitalism Now Loses

Due to the fact that people of all classes are increasingly aware of the destructive power of the capitalist system, it is not surprising that the problems of the world and the problems of the individual are becoming increasingly apparent to people everywhere. The Militant is the voice of the people and the voice of the revolution. It is the voice of the working class, the voice of the oppressed and the voice of the exploited. It is the voice of the future. The Militant is the lifeblood of the struggle for a better world.

Southern Negro Tells Of TERROR Editor:

"I have no idea what the Southern States are like in the deep south, and there is no room in the Militant for this subject. But I know that there is discrimination in the South, that there is segregation in the South, and that there is oppression in the South. I know that the Southern Negro is oppressed and that he is the target of terror in the South. I know that the Southern Negro is the target of terror in the South. I know that the Southern Negro is the target of terror in the South.

Brooklyn's Youth Struck by Atom-Smash, Assailed by Senates

"March 25, 1945
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"Soviet Russia In The Post-War World"

Editorial

March 25, 1945
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Reach Ten Percent Of $15,000 Goal
By Justine Long
Campaign Director
At the close of March, The Militant's Baltimore Region Fund drive, a total of $16,614 has been sent in to give a campaign a high start, with 19 percent of our $15,000 goal achieved. Of this nearly half was sent in by workers in Baltimore City and the surrounding area, according to figures released by the organization.

The Militant's fund drive is now in its second week of a three-month period, and the organization is hoping to reach its goal of $15,000.00.

The Militant's fund drive was initiated in early March, with the goal of raising $15,000 to support its ongoing efforts to provide vital information and resources to the working class.

The Militant's fund drive is aimed at reaching workers and fighting class-based discrimination in all its forms. The organization is hoping to raise the necessary funds to continue its work and support its members.
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Why War Department Seeks Easing Of Terrorism Against The Nisei

By William Van

December 17, 1942

A recruiting letter mailed to Nisei, or Japanese-Americans, by the War Department is new method of tactics in the war against the Japanese-Americans who have been caused by the evacuation of the West Coast from Japanese occupation.

At the beginning of the war, however, the Nisei, as they were called, were required to register for the draft and some were arrested and sent to internment camps. The Nisei were not allowed to continue their education and were isolated from the rest of the population. The War Department was responsible for the evacuation of the Japanese-Americans from the West Coast.

After the war, the Nisei were allowed to return to their homes, but they were treated with suspicion and discrimination. The War Department continued to monitor their activities and prevent them from participating in political and social life.

The Nisei were also subjected to a program of forced labor, which was designed to break their spirit and reduce their ability to resist the war effort. The War Department used this program to control the Nisei and ensure their compliance with the demands of the war.

In conclusion, the War Department's actions during the war were a clear example of the use of terror tactics to suppress opposition and maintain control.

THE NEGRO

STRUGGLE

by CHARLES JACKSON

The Negro Struggle

Spotlight On Fontana

One of the most significant developments in the struggle for Negro rights in the last few years is the work of the Negro Struggle in the city of Fontana, California. The Negro Struggle is a group of young people who are fighting for their rights and against racial discrimination.

The group was founded by a group of students who were tired of the discrimination they faced in their daily lives. They decided to take action and fight for their rights.

The Negro Struggle is fighting for several important causes, including the right to education, the right to housing, and the right to work. They have been involved in protests, sit-ins, and other non-violent actions to advance their cause.

In conclusion, the Negro Struggle is a testament to the power of the people to fight for what they believe in and to make a difference in their communities.

THE SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY

Meeting

Volunteer Work Sunday

BY LEE H. MILLER

The Socialist Workers Party is a group of people who believe in the principles of socialism and the need for a revolutionary change in society. They are fighting for a world where workers control the means of production and where everyone has equal access to resources.

The Socialist Workers Party is involved in various activities, including organizing protests and strikes, writing articles and books, and running candidates in elections. They are dedicated to the struggle for a better world and are always ready to fight for what they believe in.

In conclusion, the Socialist Workers Party is a group of dedicated people who are working hard to create a world where everyone has the chance to live a life of dignity and freedom.
Diary Of A Steelworker by Y. Kolesvsky

The room was hot and crowded with people of every age and sex. There were tables in the corner, and around them, groups of people were standing and talking. People were running in and out, chairs were pulled up to the tables, and the air was thick with the sound of voices. It was clear that this was an important event.

I walked over to the table where my friends were sitting and asked them what they had planned for the evening. They told me that they were going to go to the movies after dinner. I was surprised, but I decided to join them anyway. We packed up our things and walked out into the street.

As we were walking down the street, I noticed a group of people gathering around a man who was speaking. I decided to join them and listen to what he had to say. The man was talking about the importance of unity and solidarity among workers.

I was inspired by what I heard and decided to join the union. I signed the papers and became a member. I felt proud to be a part of something bigger than myself.

The following day, I was called into a meeting with the other members of the union. We discussed our plans for the future and decided to work together to improve the working conditions of all steelworkers.

I was excited about the possibilities ahead, and I knew that I had made the right decision to join the union. It was a turning point in my life.
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War Department Picks Board Of Inquiry To Whitewash Own Military Caste System

Wall Street’s Men

Administration Urges Congress To Extend Draft

Continued from Page 1

Congress was told that the President had endorsed legislation to extend the draft, and that the Secretary of Labor had notified Congress of this fact. The PACC, in a statement today, called for an immediate extension of the draft, and urged that the President take action to extend it. The PACC also called for a vote of no-confidence in the President, and for a general strike.

Iranian Issue Utilized In Anti-Soviet Propaganda

Continued from Page 1

The Iranian government, in a statement today, condemned the use of the Iranian issue as a means of anti-Soviet propaganda. The government called on all nations to work towards a just and lasting peace in the Middle East.

UAW Delegates And Visitors! Visit Pioneer Book Stall

2227 Bedford, Atlanta City

Look over our books and pamphlets on the labor movement and socialism

written to meet the workers' problems

Here is a partial list of what you will find:

American Workers Need a Labor Party...

Jobs for All—A Fighting Program for Labor...

Tide Pool Problems—by Charles Krueger

The Power of the Unions—by Charles Krueger

The Snakes That Be—by Charles Krueger

Your Strident of Living—by C. Charles

Fishing for Floaters—by H. Charles

50% Discount on Books to UAW Delegates!

PIONEER PUBLISHERS

The University Press

New York, New York.

The following letter to the British from an "enjoyed" member of the War Department contains official information about the military caste system in Iran:

Dear Sir,

I write to draw your attention to the serious situation in Iran. The military caste system there is a direct threat to the stability of the regime. The military caste is working against the government and is causing great hardship to the Iranian people. I urge you to take immediate steps to prevent the spread of this dangerous trend.

Yours sincerely,

George Brecht

Secretary of War

Friday, March 30, 1946